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The following is a guide used to teach students about computation software through the framework of an actual

experiment. They are able to reproduce data and have a hands-on experience with the tools.

For the initial experiment trial we will use three different files which should all be open in the MATLAB editor
window when started. It is recommended that the files and the images are stored in the same folder in order to avoid
additional directory navigation issues. All codes are available in the Appendix. To process each image, we started
with prep.m. The program reads in the picture file and opens the imageSegmenter tool. We will demonstrate using
a sample image, IMG 8517, shown on the left.

FIG. 1: IMG 8517

FIG. 2: Editor window running prep.m

FIG. 3: imageSegmenter Tool

At this point, we must decide if this plant is just green leaves or if there is discoloration. In this case, we would
determine the plant is green and follow Procedure 1. If there is discoloration, then we would follow Procedure 2.

Procedure 1

1. Select Graph Cut.

2. The prompt asks the user to identify the foreground, which we will define as any part of the plant of interest
(here, the entire plant). The user can select one or more spots to identify the desired the pixels, edges, and
colors, which should be counted as plant. The points are indicated by green dots and lines. When complete,
select Mark Background.
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FIG. 4: Graph Cut Segmentation

FIG. 5: Foreground selected (green) and image ready for background

3. The prompt asks the user to identify the background, which we will determine is non-plant (or everything else).
The user can select one or more spots to designate the pixels, edges, and colors, which should be counted as
non-plant. The points are indicated by red dots and lines. After the user makes one mark, then the system
will start to create the foreground/background mask. The user will need to continue to edit the foreground and
background analysis until the algorithm correctly identifies the plant and non-plant in the mask.

FIG. 6: Initial mask output with one background line selected

4. Once the user is satisfied that the mask shows the appropriate foreground and background, select Create Mask.
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FIG. 7: Low opacity mask with additional
points

FIG. 8: High opacity mask with additional
points

FIG. 9: Image mask ready for export

5. Select Export and name the file maskedImage (this is the default name). The mask will transfer you back to the
editor.

FIG. 10: Exporting the mask to process

6. Open and run green.m. The program requires the user to provide input: the image name, a file name for export,
data range, and names for the mask and binary image. The program will calculate and output image name,
number of plant pixels, the percentage of the image that is plant and the total number of pixels in the image.
It will also output the masked image and the binary image if needed for later computations.

The procedure is repeated for each image unless the image has discoloration we wish to quantify. In that case, we
use Procedure 2.

Procedure 2

1. Follow the steps in Procedure 1 through step 5 with the focus on the just the green portions of the plant.

2. Repeat the steps in Procedure 1 through step 4 with the focus on the entire plant. In step 5, export the mask
as fullmaskedImage (instead of maskedImage).
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FIG. 11: Mask for IMG 8527 FIG. 12: Binary mask for IMG 8527

3. Run mixed.m. The program requires the user to provide input: the image name, a file name for export, data
range, and names for the mask and binary images. The program will calculate and output image name, number
of green pixels, the number of discoloration pixels, total plant pictures, percentage of green pixels, percentage
of the image that is plant, percentage of the plant that is green, and the total number of pixels in the image.
It will also output the masked image, full masked image, the binary image, and the full binary image if needed
for later computations.

Both procedures output the same number of data points, so green.m has zeroes and 100% as placeholders.


